The HKU Future City Summit 2016 Organizing Committee is now looking for a team of bright minds to organize the 2017 Summit!

(Deadline extended to 15th Feb)

Future City Summit (FCS), visions an advocacy and movement for shaping future cities and connecting them across Asia through youth and entrepreneurialism with participating delegates. Delegates along with guest speakers will devise knowledge exchange among Asia on concept of city development in the new era as well as develop network of universities for sharing information and model projects. Every year we discuss and prototype project models on stressing issues of the year, such as City Resilience and Quality Education, as stated as United Nations SDGs.

Being a HKU-led student initiative of a strong network with 21 universities in Asia, The Future City Summit 2016 was hosted successfully last summer in the University of Hong Kong with international delegates from over 14 asia cities in Asia-Pacific with very diverse background, from architecture to business and social sciences. Summit was set up in a series of interactive sessions: Honorable Guest Speech in High Table Dinner; keynote; Asia’s Best Lessons; Panels Urban Chatroom; Metro-Hackathon on UN SDGs and City exploration.

If you are keen on future urban development and have a passion for shaping your own city as well as meeting young leaders from across the globe, this might just be the thing for you.

To check out more about the summit, please visit facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/futurecitysummit


Feel free to contact us at u3510140@connect.hku.hk should you have any further inquiries.

Yours Sincerely,

The Future City Summit 2016 Organizing Committee
The University of Hong Kong